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Abstract:
The election of 2008 proved a significant moment for the role of popular culture in
political decision-making, particularly for comic books. As Jewett and Lawrence have
observed, the American Monomyth is an influential narrative for activating attitudes of
justice, dealing with cultural threats and establishing social norms. However, the
American Monomyth appears to be exclusively masculine in structure, perhaps
explaining why there is more support for a minority “hero” in the American psyche than
for a female. This paper reviews 283 portrayals of sitting American presidents in
American comic books and analyzes the differences between those portrayals, the
portrayals of Barack Obama and John McCain, and the portrayals of Hillary Clinton,
Sarah Palin and Michelle Obama. While most U.S. public official portrayals emphasize
the public office (and often as dependent upon super-powered intervention), Obama and
McCain actually take on characteristics of the superhero archetype. In particular, the
“origin stories” of McCain and Obama presented in the IDW and Antarctic Press
biographies make use of the classic superhero trope, while similar comic depictions of the
female public figures struggled to fit the established conventions of the genre. The
researchers consider similarities between the birth of the superhero archetype during the
Great Depression and the 2008 economic meltdown to consider the environment that
produced the superhero associations, and consider the potential ramifications in electorate
expectations for the superheroic framing of America’s commander-in-chief, as well as its
inability to transfer superheroic traits to female figures.
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Introduction
Just in time for the presidential inauguration of Barack Obama, Marvel Comics
released Amazing Spider-Man #583, in which Spider-Man meets the 44th President of the
United States face to face. After the issue sold out, Marvel released four subsequent
editions, making it the best-selling comic in at least 10 years and perhaps the first comic
book ever to lead sales for two consecutive months (Doran 13 March 2009; “‘Obama’
Comic on Top Again”). The comic also boasts the highest sales for an issue of The
Amazing Spider-Man in 15 years and accounted for an increase of more than $1 million
for the industry for January (Doran 12 February 2009). Listings on the online auction site
eBay price copies of the first printing of the issue at as much as $200.
In the same month, the cover of Wizard Magazine #210 commemorated Obama’s
presidential victory with an Obama rendering taken from the campaign T-shirt by
celebrated comic book artist Alex Ross. In the image, Barack Obama is pulling open his
shirt and suit coat to reveal a costume emblazoned with a giant “O,” intentionally
reminiscent of Superman.

FIG. 1: Barack Obama holds the “SuperObama” campaign shirt by Alex Ross.
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Non-fiction comics recently surged in popularity as “graphic journalists” lent credibility
to a medium largely associated with entertainment by depicting complex factual
treatments of the Jewish Holocaust (Spiegleman 1986), the Iranian Revolution (Satrapi
2003), the 1991 Gulf War (Lomax 2004), the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (Sacco 2002),
the 9/11 Commission Report (Jacobson and Colón 2006), the War on Terror (Jacobson
and Colón 2008) and the Obama campaign trail (Crowley and Goldman 2009). Such
works convey powerful symbols and unique insight into the events they cover because
they “… de-emphasizing the appearance of the physical world in favor of the idea of
form, the cartoon places itself in the world of concepts” (McCloud 1993, 41). The comic
book narrative is uniquely situated to introduce and sustain archetypes precisely because
the art form is not bound by the laws of the physical universe, and because the narrative
form is relatively protracted. In a comic book, less space exists to engage in lengthy
exposition or frivolous dialogue and movement, making every panel important to
advancing the story. The distillation of narrative effectively concentrates the meaning; a
few panels can tell the storyline of minutes or even hours worth of action. And this
distillation in turn concentrates the ideological messages inherent in the images. This
process could be considered as the “amplification through simplification,” as explained
by McCloud:
When we abstract an image through cartooning, we’re not so much eliminating
details as we are focusing on specific details. By stripping down an image to its
essential ‘meaning,’ an artist can amplify that meaning in a way that realistic art
can’t. (30).
Such distillation also encourages the reduction of complex attributes, plots and
circumstances to consistent formulaic presentations. The superhero narrative, for
example, does not dominate the medium by coincidence. An almost exclusively
American genre, the superhero narrative draws its formula from the cultural mythology
embedded in American history.
In 1977 (and again in 2002), John Shelton Lawrence and Robert Jewett
approached analyzed and addressed the superhero formula as it relates to cultural mores
and American mythology. Drawing upon Joseph Campbell’s (1968) archetype analysis of
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world mythology in The Hero With a Thousand Faces, the authors adapted Campbell’s
“classical monomyth” to argue that superhero narratives (encapsulating western and
action hero movie narratives as well as comic book superheroes) represented the
emergence of a peculiar “American monomyth” not previously seen in cultural artifacts
of other civilizations.
The American monomyth follows a predictable pattern, one that the authors argue
was formed in a particular time and place:
… helpless communities are redeemed by lone savior figures who are never
integrated into their societies and never marry at the story’s end. In effect, like the
gods, they are permanent outsiders to the human community. We suggest that this
new myth system, which crystallized its conventions of plot and character in the
axial decade of the 1930s, shows a democratic face in that the protagonist is
Everyman, yet has a pop-fascist dimension in that these unelected, lawtranscending figures exercise superpowers to overcomes foes. The tales of the
American monomyth depicting threatened communities typically express
frustration with the limitations of constitutional government and with its allied
ideals of reconciliation and compromise. These stories show that, when
confronted with genuine evil, democratic institutions and the due process of law
always fail. In the face of such threat, democracy can only be saved by someone
with courage and strength enough to transcend the legal order so that the source of
evil can be destroyed. Hence the superhero, who couples transcendent moral
perfection with an extraordinary capability for effective acts, spends much of his
time in hiding, because he cannot be an identified voice in the corrupt democratic
process. Even when present in public, the superheroes of the comics and movies
wear a mask or uniform that hides their identity as citizens. The American
monomyth thus embodies the vigilante tradition, in which redeemer figures who
often wore the white robes of the Book of Revelation rid the community of its
ostensible enemies (Jewett and Lawrence 2003, 29).
Embedded within their analysis are the cultural myths undergirding dominant American
perceptions regarding heroism and cultural hegemony as well as underlying values
concerning the social context of American elites. U.S. presidents and public figures have
appeared in comic books throughout the medium’s history, typically in two forms:
biographical sketches and appearances in American monomyth narratives. Portrayals of
Barack Obama appeared in both forms. John McCain’s life story was also recorded twice
in comic form, and in the months following the election, two new series titled Political
Power and Female Force depicted the life stories of Colin Powell, Hillary Clinton, Sarah
Palin, Caroline Kennedy, Princess Diana and Oprah Winfrey. And yet, none of these
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latter portrayals appeared to capture the imagination of readers (or the sales) the same
way that Obama’s portrayals did.
This paper specifically looks at the differences in presentation between male and
female public figures in comic book. What is it about Barack Obama that attracts so
many comic book fans? Does something inherent in Barack Obama’s life story or realworld politics translate particularly well to the superhero narrative? Or could it be the
manner in which Obama is treated textually within the comic books in which he appears?
This initial inquiry led the researchers to the following research questions:
RQ1: How is Obama portrayed in comic books compared to how other U.S.
presidents and public figures have been portrayed?
RQ2: If Barack Obama and John McCain are presented in a manner consistent
with the superheroic formula, are the female portrayals of real-life figures
presented in a similar light?
RQ3: What attributes are associated with each figure through said portrayals?
To delve into these questions, the researchers collected 476 comics containing portrayals
of public figures since the birth of the superhero genre in 1938. Of course, historic
presidents have been portrayed in comic books throughout the years, but the focus of the
research questions pertained primarily to portrayals contemporary to the figure’s public
relevance, so portrayals falling outside of these parameters were ignored. Researchers
selected the issues portraying the public figure while in office or while in the public eye,
resulting in a list of 315 comic portrayals (see Appendix I for the complete list).
A Quick History of Women in Comics
From the beginning of the medium in the 1930s, the role of female characters in
comic books has been quite different from their male counterparts. In the earliest hero
comics, women served the primary role of damsel-in-distress, existing to be rescued by
the hero and perhaps to serve as a love interest. An early exemplar is Lois Lane, who
despite having her own successful career as a reporter is primarily defined by her
relationship to Clark Kent and Superman. Lois’s own agency is constantly undermined
by her inability to avoid or escape the clutches of a variety of villains.
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In 1938, Fiction House published a story in Jumbo Comics #1 featuring Sheena, a
sexy blonde woman who had been orphaned in the jungle and subsequently raised by
animals. Able to speak with animals and fighting with primitive weapons like knives and
spears, Sheena became the first female character to receive her own title in 1942. Sheena,
Queen of the Jungle ran for nearly ten years during the 1940s and early 1950s. The
“jungle queen” motif was soon adopted and exploited by several other publishers,
including Marvel Comics, whose Lorna the Jungle Queen and Shanna the She-Devil both
bore more than passing resemblance to Sheena. (Marvel eventually acquired the rights to
Sheena as well, publishing Sheena, Queen of the Jungle comics in the early 1980s.)
By the late 1940s, publishers also began publishing series of “romance comics” to
attract female readers. In 1947, DC Comics introduced Young Romance, with the tag
line, “Designed For The More ADULT Readers of Comics.” The success of Young
Romance led to more than 100 different romance comic titles, such as Young Love, My
Secret, and Sweethearts. Romance comics typically drew upon common conventions of
romance stories – love triangles, betrayal, jealousy, first loves, and unrequited crushes.
While female characters in these comics could not be considered the “heroine” of their
stories in any meaningful way, female characters were often the central focus of the
stories – even if those characters were male-identified.
Even when female comic book roles expanded in the 1940s, the expansion
was largely a lateral movement: women were still identified primarily by their
association with male heroes. In these “Golden Age” comics, women typically
embodied one of four roles: “girl‐Friday” (the faithful aide‐de‐camp), the victim in
need of saving, the seductress (of either the evil or the unintentionally‐selfish
variety), or the patient, selfless girlfriend (Lavin 1998). The relationships of these
women to male heroes were usually presented as negative in tone: the woman was
someone from whom the hero needed to escape as quickly as possible (ibid.). Even
the damsel‐in‐distress was normally rescued, dropped off in a safe location, and
then hastily abandoned – the hero often shown apologetically flying away in a hurry,
presumably to rescue the next damsel.
In 1941, Wonder Woman made her first appearance in All‐Star Comics, and
in the following decades became the prototype for all female heroes. Despite the
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iconic status of Wonder Woman, she is not equal to her male contemporaries in
several important ways. First, the Amazon princess Diana’s powers come not from
within herself, but externally by permission from her mother. In her origin story,
Diana must complete a string of physical trials to prove her skills, concluding with a
test dubbed “bullets and bracelets,” in which she is forced to deflect gunshots with
her wristbands (O’Reilly 2005, 273). Once she passes the trial, her mother, the
Queen of the Amazons, deems her fit to enter the man’s world to fight for
womankind. This trial stands in contrast to the male heroes from that era. Clark
Kent didn’t need anyone’s permission to become Superman; nor did does Bruce
Wayne to become Batman. Kent and Wayne begin their respective missions because
they want to, not because someone else lets them. This trend of necessitating
permission for heroism in female characters is a lasting legacy of Wonder Woman
(even Buffy Summers of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, often held up as a paragon of
third‐wave feminism, is only allowed to use her slayer powers by permission of the
mysterious – and exclusively male – Watchers Council, despite the fact that she is
born with her powers).
Wonder Woman is also distinctly unequal in her costuming. Superman’s
costume is a full body suit, covering every inch of his frame. Batman is also clad in a
full body suit, including a mask and cowl and thick gloves. In contrast, Wonder
Woman fights wearing knee‐length, high‐heeled boots, a strapless metal bustier
with a plunging neckline, and what appear to be bikini bottoms. This costuming
disparity would become another of the legacies of Wonder Woman as prototypical
female superhero; even contemporary female heroes tend to don less clothing (or
more form‐fitting clothing) than their male counterparts.
Wonder Woman’s commercial success led to additional patriotically themed
female characters, most notably DC’s Liberty Belle and Marvel’s Miss America. Most
highly recognizable male characters from DC and Marvel eventually received female
demi‐counterparts: Supergirl, Batgirl, Namora (and, later Namorita), She‐Hulk,
Spider‐Woman. Each of these female heroes was obviously and inextricably tied to a
male hero; their very existence resulted from the male hero and not from to their
own agency. Without Superman, there could be no Supergirl; She‐Hulk’s powers are
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gained directly from the Incredible Hulk. In most cases, the demi‐heroine is a direct
relative of the hero’s (e.g., Supergirl and She‐Hulk are the cousins of their respective
male heroes, Namorita is Namor’s daughter).
Conventional physical attractiveness is also a requisite for the female
superhero; she must be “ultimately be glorified as [a] sexual being; i.e., capable of
attracting men and bearing children. Women who break that mold threaten social
order” (Magoulick 2006, 749). Even when the character “mutates” away from
convention in some profound way, she remains sexually viable. For example,
although She‐Hulk is significantly larger than most of her male counterparts and
sports bright green skin and hair, she is still intensely sexualized:
The new ‘kick‐ass” girl heroines could not possibly be heavy, or large‐boned,
or extremely muscular: such bodies could not be situated as desired objects
of the audience’s gaze. Their physical potency must be rendered safely and
recognizably feminine (Durham 2003, 26)
While She‐Hulk is both heavy and extremely muscular, she is drawn proportionally
in a way that accentuates her feminine form rather than detracting from it.
In addition to the female character’s hypersexuality, she also self‐flaggelates;
she bemoans her strength and power, and longs for a “normal” life (Magoulick 2006,
749). The super woman never really wants to be super; no matter how many
powers she possesses, she is still bound to cultural norms of domesticity and
subservience – particularly in the earlier comics. When Supergirl first appears in
1959, Superman tells her, “I’ll take care of you like a big brother,” although one
would think, with the ability to fly, superhuman strength, etc., Supergirl might be
able to take care of herself (Lavin 1998). In the book Super Bitches and Action Babes:
The Female Hero in Popular Cinema, 1970–2006, Schubart defines five categories into
which all modern female superheroes can be catalogued: the dominatrix, the “rapeavenger,” the mother, the daughter, and the Amazon. The “dominatrix,” whose powers
revolve around seduction and pleasure for men (often with a capitalistic slant), such as
Marvel Comics’ Emma Frost. The “rape-avenger” “takes vengeance in her own hands,
who turns the tables on those who attacked her, who picks the time and the place for
payback and who decides not to conform, but transform” (27) – though the term “rape”
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can stand for any intense physical or emotional violation (Marvel’s Elektra is a prime
example). The “mother” can be “good” (associated with home and family), or “bad”
(associated “not … in the sense that she maltreats her children,” but “because she wants
to be in a man’s place,”) (30) such as The Fantastic Four’s Invisible Woman or Mystique.
The “daughter” archetype encompasses three modes: “education by father, masquerade,
and prostitution,” (33) but ultimately, they are all similar in important ways: all have an
element of duality (i.e. a fierce façade belying a more sweet-tempered, innocent
personality beneath), an embodiment of both masculine and feminine traits (particularly
the dichotomy between a girlish nature and the ability to fight like a man), and a
complicated parental relationship. Jean Gray of the X-Men falls into this category, as do
all of the female characters on the team (all are “education by father” and have elements
of “prostitution” in their storyline – Charles Xavier cannot fight for himself, so he
imparts his wisdom to his “children” and sends his “daughters” and “sons” to fight for
him). The Amazon archetype serves as a catch-all category for “militant, independent,
erotic” heroines (35), often with an almost feral theme, such as Sheena and, of course,
Wonder Woman. Every contemporary superheroine can be classified into one of these
five categories.
Political Images in Comic Books
Most images of politicians in comic books portray real-life individuals. Over the
years, more than 500 different presidential and public official images have appeared in
various comics, from both of the major producers (DC and Marvel) as well as smaller
publishing houses. In all, 315 comic portrayals of public figures were collected. Not all
received equal coverage, and the breakdown is listed below:
Franklin D. Roosevelt (10 portrayals)
Harry S. Truman (3 portrayals)
John F. Kennedy (13 portrayals)
Lyndon B. Johnson (22 portrayals)
Richard Nixon (19 portrayals)
Gerald Ford (13 portrayals)
Jimmy Carter (17 portrayals)
Ronald Reagan (69 portrayals)
George H.W. Bush (22 portrayals)
Bill Clinton (45 portrayals)
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George W. Bush (34 portrayals)
Barack Obama (24 portrayals and counting)
John McCain (3 portrayals)
Colin Powell (2 Portrayals)
Hillary Clinton (6 portrayals)
Michelle Obama (1 portrayal)
Princess Diana (1 portrayal)
Sarah Palin (2 portrayals)
Condoleeza Rice (1 portrayal)
Caroline Kennedy (1 portrayal)
Oprah Winfrey (5 portrayals)
From Franklin Roosevelt to Barack Obama, sitting presidents have often been depicted in
superhero comic book stories, lending an air of realism and currency to storylines. For
example, when Superman is believed to be dead in World’s Finest #189, Richard Nixon
is depicted giving the news to the nation via national television broadcast (Bates, Andru
and Esposito November 1969, 3). After Superman died in Superman v2 #75, Bill and
Hillary Clinton appeared on stage to give a national address (Simonson and Bogdanove
February 1993, 18); Bill Clinton also served as a pall bearer along with Marvel heroes
when Captain America is believed to be dead (Waid and Garney November 1995, 2). The
added weight of the presence of the president lends cultural capital to the gravity of the
death of the heroes – Captain America and Superman are treated as American icons,
worthy of a presidential address.
Similarly, the presence of the president gives a storyline more realism in terms of
governmental process. In X-Factor v1 #25, Ronald Reagan is illustrated signing the
Mutant Registration Act – a monumental event in the history of the Marvel Universe
(Simonson and Simonson February 1988, 5). In X-Men v1 #1, agent Nick Fury is shown
in the Oval Office, speaking directly to George H.W. Bush (Claremont and Lee October
1991, 4). This is a typical situation in presidential comic book portrayals; often the
president is shown in the Oval Office, and many times, the face of the president is not
even shown – his silhouette is all that is needed. It is the suggestion of the office of the
presidency that is important in those depictions, and the location of the Oval Office
provides a frame of reference for the amount of access and importance of the super hero.
Presidents are given a varying amount of deference and respect in comic books,
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both internally (the respect given by other characters within the comic story) and
externally (by the artists in terms of how the president is drawn and the dialogue spoken
by the president). Franklin Roosevelt is often depicted in the earliest comics as a brilliant
man of integrity and strength of purpose. For example, in Captain America Comics #1,
President Roosevelt is presented as the originator of the project to create the hero in
response to Nazi saboteur activities (Simon and Kirby March 1941, 2-3). Partially due to
the consistency of this presentation, Roosevelt continues to be portrayed with a forthright,
straight-forward but shrewd demeanor in more modern comics (re-imagining the earlier
era). For example, in Ultimate Origins #1, which retells the story of the creation of
Captain America, Roosevelt is depicted behind his desk in the Oval Office. When the
predecessor to Captain America has been killed in action, Roosevelt tells his team, “Our
super soldier is dead. There is blood on the flag … I want a super-soldier who really is a
super soldier. More than a man, he has to be a symbol. A God-fearing symbol to those
godless bastards … This is a war of images, gentlemen. A war of camera and film”
(Bendis and Guice August 2008, 6). Even though there is a hint of calculated
malevolence behind his words (Roosevelt, in the scene, is attempting to find a way to
cover up the death of an American symbol), he is treated with respect.
Harry Truman appeared in only three comic books during his tenure, and each of
these were mere cameos. John F. Kennedy would become the first president to become
actively involved in comic plotlines as a character with a unique personality. Though his
earliest appearances in Superman-related adventures were rather generic, Marvel Comics
used Kennedy in more individualized roles. In Fantastic Four #17, Kennedy appears (or
rather, his easily recognized hair does, for only the top of his head is shown). Confronted
by threats from Dr. Doom, Kennedy launched into a mini-speech that displays
characteristics he had already become famous for:
No matter what weapons he may have at his disposal, we can never allow this
nation to be dictated to by one sinister man -- not even so powerful a man as
Doctor Doom!
There is only one thing to do! We must show him that the United States cannot be
threatened by ANYONE! We must move forward and proceed with great vigor!
And now, gentlemen, if you’ll excuse me, it’s Caroline’s bedtime! (Lee and Kirby
August 1963, 11).
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Another Marvel appearance also emphasized Kennedy’s youth and vigor. When Merlin
the mad magician races through the White House looking for the president, he encounters
Kennedy and his daughter Caroline. Screeching to a halt, he thinks, “Perhaps that man
with his daughter is -- No! He looks too young! I’ll have to search until I find the
president!” (Lee and Burns September 1963, 9).
DC Comics also decided to incorporate the president as an active participant in
Action Comics #309. Superman, in an attempt to avoid Lois Lane’s attempt to discover
his secret identity elicits aid from the president, who disguises himself as Clark Kent so
the two can appear in public together. Afterwards, Superman thanks the president for his
help, and Kennedy responds:
John F. Kennedy: “Superman, I told you to call on me if ever you needed help -and I’m glad you did! And I’ll guard your secret identity as I guard the
secrets of our nation!”
Superman: “I realize that, sir! I knew I wasn’t risking my secret identity with you!
After all, if I can’t trust the President of the United States, who can I
trust?” (“Who is the Mystery Guest?” February 1964, 14).
This portrayal is particularly significant for two reasons. First, it displays the prestige and
trust placed in the American president during the early post-war years. Second, the comic
actually appeared the month following Kennedy’s assassination. DC’s publisher,
mortified at the news, had tried to pull back the story, but it had already been printed. DC
was able to pull back a story it had created for the following month’s Action Comics
#168, but ran the story two issues later at the request of the Johnson Administration:
This story, prepared in close cooperation with the late President Kennedy, was
scheduled for publication in Superman No. 168. When word of his tragic
assassination reached us, we immediately took it off the press and substituted
other material. However, White House officials have since informed us that
President Johnson wanted it published, as a tribute to his great predecessor. And
so we dedicate to the memory of our late, beloved president this plea for his
physical fitness program, to which he was wholeheartedly devoted during his life
… “Superman’s Mission for President Kennedy” (1).
After the shock of Kennedy’s assassination, comic portrayals briefly returned to the bland
routine cameos. Despite appearing in numerous comic books (especially considering his
short tenure), Lyndon Johnson was not portrayed as anything by the generic presidential
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office holder, save one presentation as a hero Parallax Comics’ The Great Society Comic
Book (Arneson and Tallarico 1966). However, comic portrayals of Richard Nixon would
be anything but bland. Although most of his early appearances were mere perfunctory
stand-in scenes, Nixon was used in the pages of the Incredible Hulk to order the
creatures’ capture, possibly portraying his tendency to use the military on cold-war
crusades. In the politically laden 1970s Captain America and the Falcon title, Nixon
received his most critical portrayals, first as an inept bureaucrat in issue #144 (Friedrich
and Romita December 1971, 8-10) and in perhaps the most controversial presidential
appearance ever published, as the clandestine leader of a criminal empire who takes his
own life when his identity is uncovered, a creative reaction to the Watergate hearings
(Englehart and Buscema July 1974, 32).
Once Nixon was out of office, the comic role of the president once again returned
to non-controversial presentations. Gerald Ford was never presented as an individual, nor
was Jimmy Carter (outside of Marvel Comics’ tendency to exaggerate his southern
drawl). For both presidents, their role in the office trumped any interest in their
personality or their politics.
Ronald Reagan received the broadest (and most varied) coverage of any sitting
president to date. Early in his first term, Reagan was portrayed as a sensible and
competent moderate, willing to listen to divergent voices and decisively select a course of
action. As the decade progressed and different portrayals of the president were presented
in news media and other popular cultural forms (most notably by late night television
comedians), different attributes began to be inserted into Reagan’s portrayal. When the
Avengers battle to protect Reagan from an army of inhuman assassin, the president naps
through the conflict (Stern and Milgrom May 1983, 19). After Captain America and the
Falcon rescue the president from an urban gang in The Falcon #4, the president is
portrayed as out of touch with urban culture and the plight of the poor (Owsley and
Bright February 1984, 20-21). Reagan also plays a prominent (and negative) role in
Frank Miller’s cultural critique of American culture presented in Batman: The Dark
Knight Returns (Miller, Janson and Varley 1985). Perhaps the most unusual portrayal of
the president occurred in the pages of Reagan’s Raiders, in which Reagan and members
of his cabinet use special bracelets to transform themselves into a team of super-powered
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action heroes to fight evil in foreign countries (Arnold, Ayers and Buckler October
1986).
But after the Iran-Contra scandal broke in November of 1986, and the president’s
famous claims to “not recall” any of the incriminating details, Reagan’s portrayals began
to include elements of these constructions. In Green Lantern Corps. #210, Reagan
appears as a somewhat confused figure in a time of crisis:
Ronald Reagan: “Who the hell is Guy Gardner?”
NSA director: “It was in the briefings! He’s a free-lance Lantern -- on the outs
with the main group! Naturally belligerent -- fanatic about personal liberty
--!”
Reagan: “oh …!”
Director: “But it’s a direct confrontation with the Soviets, sir! We’re at Condition:
Red -- there’s no place to go from here but over the top -- or back down to
orange!”
Reagan: “Back down --?” (Engelhart and Staton, March 1987, 3-4)
This exchange represents the first time a DC Comics product had offered criticism of an
American president. But it would certainly not be the last. The tongue-in-cheek series
Justice League International would offered a series of portrayals that suggested that
Reagan was not fully aware of his surroundings, such as when he discusses the proposed
international charter of the team with Superman in issue #7:
Ronald Reagan: “… it’s a pleasure to finally meet you.”
Superman: “We’ve met before, Mr. President.”
Reagan: “We have?”
Superman: “Yes, sir … several times.”
Reagan: “You’ll have to excuse me, Superman. I’ve been under a quite a bit of
pressure lately, and …”
Superman: “Understood, sir.”
Reagan: “Well … at any rate … you’ve read the proposal -- what do you think?”
Superman: “What do YOU think, Mr. President?”
Reagan: “I asked you first.”
Superman: “I think it’s a good idea, sir -- and long overdue. They’re a good team.
I have some problems with the way Batman operates on his own -- but I
have to admit he’s taken the league well in hand. In short, sir, I approve of
-- and heartily recommend -- this move.”
Reagan: “I wish I shared your enthusiasm. There are so many ramifications to a
decision like this -- and I think it’s time I started considering long-term
ramifications … I’ve got to talk to Nancy.”
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Superman: “Of course, sir.” (DeMatteis and Maguire 1987, 157)
And another example from issue #13:
Ronald Reagan: “You know, Mrs. Waller -- life isn’t like the movies.”
Waller: “So I’ve noticed.”
Reagan: “Why -- wouldn’t it be a simpler world if Captain Flag --”
Waller: “COLONEL Flag, sir.”
Reagan: “--could just go marching in there on a white horse like Errol Flynn, get
that Nerosis fella --”
Waller: “That’s Nemesis, sir.”
Reagan: “-- out and come marching home in triumph. Errol Flynn. Now THERE
was a man’s man. I don’t care what anybody says -- he was no Nazi and
he was no --”
Waller: “Sir?”
Reagan: “Uh … yes?”
Waller: “May I make a suggestion?”
Reagan: “By all means, my dear.”
Waller: “Put the J.L.I. on this. Isn’t a situation like this why the U.N. sanctioned
the group in the first place?”
Reagan: “The J.L.I.? That Jewish organization?”
Waller: “No, sir. I mean the Justice League International.”
Reagan: “I KNEW that, Mrs. Waller. I was just having a little fun. Y’know, being
president isn’t what it used to be. I need all the laughs I can get.
Yes, Mrs. Waller -- I like your idea. Send in the J.D.L.”
Waller: “That’s J.L.I., sir.”
Reagan: “Just pulling your leg, my dear.”
Waller: “Yes, sir.” (DeMatteis and Giffen May 1988, 9)
In each of these exchanges, the DC creators portray Reagan as a barely competent
figurehead who relies on the advice and support of those around him, one of the dominant
frames that emerged from the Iran-Contra testimonies. Marvel also included such frames
in its comic books from the same era. After Captain America is stripped of his uniform
by a presidential commission, the hero assumes a new identity and winds up saving the
president and first lady, who are portrayed as helpless and unaware of their surroundings
(Gruenwald and Dwyer August/September 1988). A few issues later, Reagan barges in on
a presidential commission meeting with a loud “Helloooo!” and inquires about the
decision to strip Cap of his uniform:
Ronald Reagan: “Why wasn’t I informed about your replacement of the original
Cap?”
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Commissioner Douglas: “Er, when you granted the commission its discretionary
powers, sir, I thought you did not want to be burdened with the details of
our functions.”
Reagan: “Don’t you think that something as noteworthy as the substitution of our
nation’s premiere super hero warranted my attention? You would not
believe the mail the White House has received since you announced it.
Half the people wish the new man well, the other demands to know what
happened to the original! Well, what happened to Steve Rogers,
Douglas?”
Douglas: “We had to fire him, sir. In our judgment, he could no longer do the job
required of him.”
Reagan: “I see. So where is he now?”
Committee Member: “Actually, sir, he’s currently being held for questioning in
connection with the assault on you.”
Reagan: “You mean the night of the snake riot? My memories of that night are so
vague … but one thing I do recall is a masked man saved my life! If that
was Steve Rogers he should be given a medal … not imprisonment! What
can I do to expedite his release?”
Member: “Uh, nothing, sir. We’ll take it from here.” (Gruenwald and Dwyer
December 1988, 8-9).
Once again, Reagan is portrayed as only tangentially aware of the activities and decisions
his administration makes. Compounding the ignorance is the inclusion of motion lines
about the president’s head, emulating the slight bobbing of his head.
Although he appeared in 22 comic books (roughly average for presidents) George
H.W. Bush was never portrayed outside of his generic presidential role, except when
vague claims were made that he would not tolerate the sins and corruption of past
administrations, such as in Suicide Squad #62 (Ostrander, Yale and Isherwood February
1992, 21). Similarly, Bill Clinton is generally portrayed as competent, yet somewhat
generic. Though he was portrayed 45 times in comic books, very few of these scenes
drew upon his distinct personality, save a passing reference to not inhaling marijuana
(which draws laughs among his peers) in DC’s The Spectre v3 #19 (Ostrander and
Mandrake June 1994, 23). Most notably absent are references to the Monica Lewinsky
scandal, save a ridiculing portrayal in Image Comics’ Supreme: The Return #1, when he
nervously faces down a supervillain while uttering lines such as, “You take that back!
This office would like to state uncategorically that it is NOT scared, and it is NOT going
to cry!” (Moore and Prouse May 1999, 4). Other than these portrayals, Clinton is
presented as a noble figure who bravely faces the superhuman challenges of his day.
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Compared to his predecessors, George W. Bush is often treated in comic books
with irreverence or downright disrespect. Such irreverence appeared to take a relatively
subtle form during his first term, but became much more explicit as public opinion turned
against his policies. For example, in Marvel’s Ultimates #3, President Bush attends at a
black tie event when Captain America appears in public for the first time. After politely
refusing a pretzel (a reference to news accounts of the real-life president having choked
on a pretzel), the only question Bush can think to ask is, “What’s your verdict on the 21st
century, Captain America? Cool or uncool?” (Millar and Hitch May 2002, 21). In
Ultimates v2 #11, Bush is depicted on Air Force One, speaking with a team of people
who are urging him to seek protection against a villain. Bush asks a member of his team,
“Is hiding absolutely necessary, Danny? I don’t want to be seen like I’m cutting and
running” (Millar and Hitch July 2003, 6), using a portion of the real-life Bush’s own
rhetoric to make fun of him. However, no other disrespect of Bush reaches the level of XStatix Presents Deadgirl #3, wherein George W. Bush is depicted seated behind his desk
in the Oval Office, and refuses to speak to the protagonist, instead holding up a yellow
rubber duck as his proxy: “Mr. President can’t hear you. My name’s Ducky Wucky”
(Milligan, Dragotta and Allred May 2006, 2). The implication that Bush is so childish
and useless that he would resort to speaking through a plastic duck rather than face the
reality of a crisis is a clear indication how the authors of that title felt about the president.
Nor do such negative portrayals go unrewarded by fans: sales of Savage Dragon
increased during the 2004 election after the lead character slugged President George W.
Bush on the cover of issue #119, though the interior pages portrayed the event as Savage
Dragon hitting a Bush imposter (Larsen November 2004).
Taken as a population, most public figures appear as mere role players in comic
books, and are used primarily to authoritatively legitimize and sanction the actions of
masked crusaders. Of course, the next most common frame and function of comic book
presidents is to provide a focal point of community threat. Many instances of public
figures being kidnapped, attacked, or otherwise impeded exist within the narratives.
Seldom do comic book presidents seem able to solve their own problems, or the
challenges facing their nations. Other than John F. Kennedy’s foray into the active
assistance of Superman (and the small, fringe run of Reagan’s Raiders and the 1966
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parody book The Great Society) public figures appear to be largely at the mercy of superpowered heroes and villains. Against the heroics of the super-powered stars of most of
the books under scrutiny, comic book presidents – for the most part – seem ordinary.
However, Barack Obama entered the White House at a moment when popular
interest in superhero narratives is relatively high. The superhero genre originally emerged
during a period of great cultural crisis. The Great Depression was in full swing when
Superman burst on the scene, providing an entertainment outlet for “the common man”
that “implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, underscored key New Deal assumptions.”
(Wright 2001, 22). According to Gary Hoppenstand, the context of this emergence
framed the moral dimensions against which superheroes operated:
The American Depression was a moral depression. The primary cause of the fall
was the consumerist excess of the 1920s, and the price of failure for many
Americans was economic insecurity, and, more importantly, moral insecurity. The
Depression was a “real life” enactment of the Apocalypse (1983, 146).
Against this moral apocalypse, early superheroes came to “embody a vision of the use of
power unique to America,” by demonstrating that they could “effortlessly solve problems
the ordinary authorities cannot handle” (Coogan 2007, 231). As a result, superheroes
began to represent symbols of the virtues enshrined in the civil religion and began to even
“play for us the role once played by the gods in ancient societies.” (Knowles 2007, 16).
Because the economic and cultural climate during the campaign season of 2008
resembled the beginning of the Great Depression (in that Americans witnessed a dramatic
meltdown of the economy as well as the perceived degradation of moral values and
standards of living from the previous historical era), it makes sense that the superhero,
created in a time of economic and social crisis, would again become a symbol for change,
justice and the renewal of civic virtue. The Obama campaign made symbols of “change”
the heart of its platform for the presidential campaign, making the political message
compatible with the narrative language of superhero comic books.
Publicly endorsed by Savage Dragon on the cover of issue #137 (Larsen August
2008), Obama is given the respect of assuming he is a relatively “tough guy” in Savage
Dragon #145; when he is urged to go into hiding rather than face an unidentified
assassination threat, Obama plainly states, “I’m NOT going to lead this country from a
CONCRETE BUNKER or some UNDISCLOSED LOCATION” (Larsen February 2009,
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11). In Secret Warriors #1, he is shown the same amount of respect by Nick Fury as past
presidents have received. When he tells Fury, “You know, most people have the humility
to respect the OFFICE -- if not the MAN -- when they enter this room... Have you
forgotten that, Colonel Fury?” Fury responds, “I’ve been in this room with Eisenhower,
Truman, Kennedy, Reagan, Johnson ... Nixon ... you know the list ... that !#$%’s lost its
luster” (Bendis, Hickman and Caselli April 2008, 19). Obama is grouped in with some of
the greatest presidents of the modern age – a compliment apparently not extended to
either Bush, Clinton, Carter or Ford.
Thus, as with presidents past, Obama was integrated into the Marvel Universe; or
rather, the Marvel Universe is lent an aspect of realism by the presence of President
Obama. For example, in Thunderbolts v2 #128, Obama is depicted aboard Air Force One
as he considers Norman Osborn for the position of Chief of the “Global Security
Initiative” (Diggle and De La Torre March 2009, 13). In elevating a major Marvel
character to a fictional cabinet post, Obama serves as an historical and social marker,
situating the story in time and space. As with Savage Dragon #145, Obama is again
depicted as a “tough guy;” later in the issue, he survives a fiery explosion that occurs
seemingly only a few feet away from him as the side of Air Force One is torn open by the
Green Goblin.
Two portrayals of President Obama stand out as exemplars of the manner in
which he has been treated in comics (and, to some extent, in the general culture as a
whole); one from each of the leading comic publishers, DC Comics and Marvel.
In March 2009, DC Comics’ Final Crisis #7, a character that bears more than
passing resemblance to Barack Obama takes the superhero narrative to a higher level.
Although never specifically called “Barack Obama,” a black President of the United
States in a parallel universe is depicted in the comic. He walks down a hallway toward
the Oval Office flanked by a team of four people:
Courtney: “Justice League data has been confirmed by independent science
reports from the LHC. The latest disturbances have been traced to … ah
… graviton impacts … Gravitons are …”
President: “I actually do KNOW what they are and what it MEANS, Courtney,
thank you. Thank you all. Now if you’ll excuse me, ladies and gentlemen.
My dinner with the Atlantean foreign secretary is at 6 p.m. I’d appreciate
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some time alone.” (Morrison, Mahnke, Alamy, and Nguyen March 2009,
1)
Once alone in his office, the President divulges the reason for his haste; he states, “I have
BUSINESS to attend to … at my OTHER job” (Morrison et. al., 1). With this, the
president rips open his shirt, revealing a blue suit emblazoned with a yellow S on a red
shield beneath – in this parallel universe, the black president of the United States is
Superman. While the likeness is similar to Obama without being a direct representation
of him, the symbolic equivalence resonates.

FIG. 2: Alternate universe black president as Superman (2009). Source: Final Crisis #7
(Morrison and Mahnke March 2009, 1.

The other exemplar portrayal of President Obama appears in Amazing Spider-Man #583.
In this story, Peter Parker (Spider-man’s civilian identity) is on hand to take photographs
of the president’s inauguration. As Obama makes his way to the podium, a limousine
pulls up, and a second Obama steps out. This prompts Parker to don his Spider-Man
costume and intervene. Spider-Man suggests that the best way to tell the two Obamas
apart is by asking a question, the answer to which only Obama would know. When one of
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the secret service agents asks, “What was your nickname on your high school’s varsity
basketball team?”, one Obama balks while the other quickly responds, “Barry
O’Bomber” (Wells and Nauck, March 2009, 27). The false Obama is revealed to be
recurring Spider-Man villain The Chameleon, and is rapidly dispatched by Spider-Man.
In the end, Spider-Man attempts to gracefully extricate himself, saying, “I know it
wouldn’t look good to be seen palling around with me” (Wells and Nauck, 29) – a
reference to the rhetoric of Alaska governor and former vice-presidential candidate Sarah
Palin’s repeated claims during the campaign that Obama “pals around with terrorists.”
Instead, President Obama reveals to Spider-Man that he has been a “big fan” for a long
time, and gives him a signature “fist bump” (Wells and Nauck, 29), leaving Spider-Man
to think, “ … I can’t shake the feeling that if I hadn’t shown up, he would have handled
the Chameleon all by himself” (27).

FIG. 3: Obama’s Fist Bump with SpiderMan (March 2009). Source: Amazing SpiderMan #583
(Wells and Nauck March 2009, 29).

Like the original superheroes in the Depression-laden 1930s, Barack Obama emerged on
the public stage at a time of cultural crisis, and thus his appeal was naturally compatible
with the superhero genre. Nor should this be surprising. Prior to the emergence of
Superman, the term “superhero” or “super-hero” was in use at least as early as 1917 when
it was used to describe “a public figure of great accomplishments” (Benton 1992, 5). At
its essence, the presentation of a public figure is similar to that of a superhero: a public
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servant is dedicated to pursue the betterment of society (“mission”), emphasizes special
aptitudes and accomplishments to distinguish himself or herself from other candidates
(“powers”), and presents himself or herself in public as a commodity recognizably
different from the majority of the private citizenry (“identity”). In fact, when Marvel
Comics Editor-in-Chief Stan Lee was asked in 1970 whether he thought superheroes
existed outside the pages of comics, he responded by referencing prominent politicians:
Well, I think we all like to think that there are super-heroes in real life. I think we
all wanted to think that John Kennedy was a super-hero. Franklin Roosevelt
before him. Maybe Bobby Kennedy. For a short time we hoped that [Senator
Joseph] McCarthy would be a super-hero. I think the human race needs superheroes, and whether their [sic] fictional or not – obviously a real live one would
be more satisfactory – I think if we don’t have them, we’re almost forced to create
them. Because I think we’re all consciously or unconsciously aware that the
problems that beset us are just too big and too grave to solve by ourselves. And
we can either throw up our hands and figure that nothing is going to help, or we
can figure that somehow somewhere someone knows more than we (Bourne,
1970, 32).
Viewed in this light, it is unsurprising that Barack Obama captured the imagination of
comic book fans and creators. His campaign platform of change (and the emphasis the
failures of the previous administration) created precisely the same dichotomy present in
superhero narratives. Thus, it should be hardly surprising that both Obama and his
opponent John McCain received comic book depictions of their life stories. As a New
York Times writer observed:
Comic books are filled with stories about protagonists overcoming seemingly
impossible odds as they fight for truth, justice and the American way. Where
better to chronicle the stories of Senators John McCain and Barack Obama and
their bids for the White House? (Gustines 22 July 2008).
In October of 2008, Idea and Design Works (IDW) Publishing released two comic book
narratives detailing in graphic form the life stories of both Barack Obama and John
McCain. Entitled Presidential Material, the comics were “based on true events or the
prior reporting of true events,” and was “intended to provide accurate information
pertaining to the subject matter … [incorporating] images created by artists, designers
and writers who have interpolated their own artistic expression into such images”
(Mariotte and Morgan October 2008, 35). The Obama narrative unfolds from February 5,
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2008 – “Super Tuesday” – as Obama sits in his Chicago campaign office, contemplating
his life to that point. Graphically interpreting stories and conversations from Obama’s
books Dreams From My Father and The Audacity of Hope, the comic attempts to
accurately portray Obama’s life up to the moment of his Democratic presidential
nomination. However, because of the comic book format and the similarities of the types
of struggles Obama’s life has contained (single-parent home, moving around as a child,
eventually orphaned, not really accepted socially, counter-culture collegiate experience,
and so on), Presidential Material: Barack Obama reads very similarly to any number of
superhero origin stories. As the plot advances, one almost expects Obama to burst into
flames or soar into the sky rather than win the presidential nomination at the end of the
issue. Of particular interest is the invocation of the orphan frame, a mainstay of the
superhero narrative. Former comics writer Danny Fingeroth explained the significance of
the orphan convention in comic book superheroes:
Not only is the orphan a tabula rasa – someone who could be anyone – who
therefore expresses the message that you could be more than the mundane person
you appear, but the orphan – in fantasy – need obey no rules beyond his own
code, a code that is created from the visceral evidence of his own experience, and
enforced by his ability to enforce that code (Fingeroth 2004, 69-70).
In other words, orphans communicate a stronger claim to authenticity in the “self-made
man” frame to which a large number of public figures aspire. Fingeroth expands on this
concept:
The idea, so emphasized and mythologized in American popular culture is: we are
all alone. We fight our own battles, make our own rules, defy those who would
destroy us. We are alone to succeed or fail, to triumph or succumb.
We make our own destinies. (70-71).
That Obama not only neatly fits into the super hero genre in the DC and Marvel
Universes, but also appears to have a ready-made comic book-style origin story of his
own and seems a natural fit for super powers makes his comic portrayal unique among
American presidents. Unlike presidents of the past, who were either largely seen as
generic office holders, ceremonial figures, or worse, Obama is depicted as strong,
intelligent, and confident – characteristics that superheroes often display.
In both of his biographical treatments, John McCain exemplifies the superhero
formula as well. While not technically an orphan, the early death of McCain’s father
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provides the same “origin story” elements common to superhero characters. His
incarceration in Vietnam (and his struggle to maintain his composure) seem to present the
McCain portrayal with n opportunity to test his mettle by overcoming adversity.
Similarly, Colin Powell’s biographical comic presents him as heroic. Beginning
from humble origins, the book depicts Powell as a man who refuses to be shaped by
circumstances or history. Capitalizing on opportunities, Powell becomes a moral force to
be reckoned with, the text suggests perhaps the only hero of conviction in George W.
Bush’s admnistration.
Analysis of Women Public Figures in Comics
The first research question considered how Barack Obama’s portrayal in comic
books compared to that of other public figures. As described above, Obama is portrayed
as heroic, matching the role of a superhero in monomyth plotlines and in his biographical
“origin stories.” As the other male figures were considered, it became apparent that each
of them were presented and described using the convention of the superhero archetype.
Comic books reduce complexity to concentrated simplicity, and it is interesting that our
male political heroes take on such obvious mythic values.
However, this pattern was not extended to most of the female portrayals, with one
exception. Though occasional elements of the monomyth formula appear in some of the
stories, those instances do not drive the “superhero narrative” forward. Each is described
in turn.
Hillary Clinton had appeared in comics previous to her campaign run, though
usually in a supporting role for her husband’s presence (except in satirical examples, such
as Awesome Comics’ Supreme: The Return). Clinton was one of the first to receive a
biographical sketch in the Bluewater Female Force line, but even as she is presented in
some of the same ways the male characters were in Bluewater’s Political Power series
(the series name difference also appears significant: males possess “power,” while
females comprise a … “force”?). Clinton’s cover and splash page poses are reminiscent
of Obama’s and McCain’s from both the Political Power or the Presidential Material
books, and yet she somehow looks more like a parody of the heroic stance. In contrast to
her male counterparts, Clinton is posed looking away from her body, her jacket is
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unfastened and loose, and though her hands are balled in a similar fashion to the male
figures, they appear artificial.

FIG. 4: Comparing Hillary Clinton’s cover to covers of McCain and Obama.

Within the pages of her book, Clinton is portrayed more as moved by history than a
mover of history. Though she is credited with many firsts, what decisions she made to
pursue these goals are not clearly presented. Though it is acknowledged that Clinton has
faced much adversity and challenges in her career, no specificity concerning how she
thought or felt about these moments is presented (such introspection forms the core
narrative of the McCain, Obama and Powel books). Perhaps most significantly, Clinton’s
portrayal does not offer much characterization of her personality at all, but reads more
like a collection of historical facts. Part of this omission might be explained by the
linking of Clinton to dominant male characters, particularly her husband. In fact, the
Presidential Material Obama book offers a more positive assessment of Clinton’s skills
and achievements as a public figure than that contained in her own book (and this
assessment is presented as an obstacle to Obama’s rise). Ultimately, Clinton’s narrative is
defined by her failures: her inability to break through the ultimate glass ceiling, her
political defeats and the scandals that plagued her and her husband though her career.
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Michelle Obama is also presented as a witness to history. Although she is credited
as actively defending the poor, most of the status and significance presented in her
Female Force is directly tied to that of her husband. But perhaps most revealing is a line
that describes the early tension in the Obama marriage: “Barack needed time, and
Michelle needed Barack” (Bailey April 1009, 25). Despite her previous status, Michelle
Obama’s inner drive are presented as revolving around her marriage instead of her career
or her ambition.
Sarah Palin’s rise is also directly tied to a male connection, her selection by John
McCain to be his running mate. Focusing on the controversy surrounding her candidacy,
and the scandals that occurred during this time, Palin’s Female Force narrative
emphasizes her beauty as her sole attribute. Little attention is given to her political
positions, and even less to her own motives for seeking office. Like the other female
portrayals, scant attention to her personality, thoughts, feelings or character appear in her
book. Again, this omission stands in direct contrast to the introspection offered in the
male portrayals.
Condoleeza Rice’s Female Force book does emphasize her ideology and
achievements, but describes the mot relevant decisions in her life as being forced upon
her by circumstances and relationships. Rice is portrayed as a survivor of circumstances,
elevated time and again by the men in her social circle. Even her political skills and
scholarship are primarily attributed to the mentoring roles men have played in her life.
Contrasted to Obama’s journey of self-discovery in his books, Rice’s path seems to be
largely dictated by others.
Caroline Kennedy is portrayed in similar fashion. Overshadowed by her family
legacy (on the cover of her book, her father’s looming profile is larger than her portrait),
Kennedy’s story is more about her ability to cope with the circumstances surrounding her
family environment. Kennedy is presented as having little say about the value of her own
life or purpose, rather they are drawn from the decisions and actions of the patriarchs of
her family.
Princess Diana’s book echoes this sentiment. Raised to prominence through
marriage and connections to the royal line, Diana’s break with their traditions and family
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culture are presented not as heroic resistance, but more as a function of her attempts to
cope with an unhappy marriage and the pressures of being in the public eye.
The notable exception to all of the differences between the general conformity of
male figures to superhero formulas and the nonconformity of female figures to superhero
formulas is Oprah Winfrey’s book. Unlike all the other Female Force books, Oprah’s
story is told through the forms of a monomyth origin story. Recognized at an early age as
“special” by her elders, Oprah’s story is one of mission, overcoming challenges and
forming an identity based upon accomplishments. Nor is Oprah’s story or identity
granted her by a male figure.
Conclusions and Discussion
Male political figure origin stories appear easier for comic book creators to
produce. Americans relate to history through mythology and have a tendency to
mythologize elites and current events according to easily understood stories.
The male public figures depicted in both monomyth storylines and biographical
depictions are more easily described in terms of mission, abilities and identity (the classic
superhero definition). Comic books evolved primarily as a medium targeted at male
consumption, and the forms and tropes of the medium do not appear to easily translate
the differences in mission, ability and identity for women. Nor have comic book writers
historically been comfortable with assigning male heroic attributes to female characters.
It would appear that even when telling the stories of living people, visualizing a male
elite’s story in the framework of superhero origin stories is easier than addressing with
the messy complexities of history. Furthermore, this formula does not appear to extend to
conceptions of the female identity. Rather, the writers in question seem unable to escape
the trap of framing the women under scrutiny in terms of the male figures in their
respective lives. The male figures in question are presented as orphans, with no need for
emotional attachment. Their missions are principled and abstract. As a result, their
identity is presented in terms of their accomplishments, their abilities and their mission.
If one draws out comparisons between the group of female public figure origin
narratives (excluding Oprah Winfey’s) and previous female comic forms, most appear to
most closely resemble the romance comic genre. Other than Oprah, the women are
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depicted as having little agency over the events in their lives, and their choices are largely
driven by the (male-created) circumstances around them. Again, other than Oprah, each
figure is also defined by a male figure that lifts her up and provides her with the mission,
abilities and identity needed to function as a leader of our society.
Looking closely at each individual, one can also classify her according to
Schubart’s female archetypes. For example, Caroline Kennedy easily falls into the
“daughter” role, personifying the “education by father” storyline – she is gentle and shy,
and just wants to be left alone, but can fight “like a man” when she is called to duty. So,
too, does Michelle Obama fit into the “daughter” category, both in terms of her
relationship with her actual father and in terms of her relationship with Barack Obama.
There are elements of both the “education by father” and “prostitution” storylines present
in the Michelle Obama text, much in the same way that the stories of the women of the
X-Men contain trace elements of both storylines. In the case of Obama, the “prostitution”
element emerges as she joins Barack Obama in political life, essentially relinquishing
fighting for herself in order to fight for him. Rice, too, embodies a parallel storyline; her
entire storyline is framed through her relationship with her father, and referenced
multiple times in the text. When she goes to work for George W. Bush, once again, the
“prostitution” storyline surfaces. It is important to remember that the “prostitution”
storyline does not require actual acts of prostitution; in fact, most often, they do not.
What is necessary is a female character’s conscious choice to use her power in the service
of a dominant male figure.
Palin’s storyline is interesting, as she is framed as an “Amazon” archetype, but
this may be the result of the particular construction angle taken by Bailey rather than due
to the elements inherent in her narrative. Bailey depicts Palin hunting with her father
(hunkered over a dead moose), engaging in athletic activity, and arguing on the campaign
trail not only for McCain, but for herself. In this regard, she transcends the “daughter”
genre and becomes the warrior woman. Her power is used in service to McCain, but
Bailey makes it clear that Palin is also out for her own personal gain – an element that
disqualifies her as a “daughter.”
Clinton’s story is also an interesting construction, as it is framed as the story of
the “rape avenger” archetype. Much like the “prostitution” story does not require sexual
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action, the “rape avenger” storyline does not require rape – the word is a proxy for any
great physical or emotional trauma. In the case of Clinton, the “rape” in question is the
public embarrassment of the “vast right-wing conspiracy” and the attempts to discredit
Hillary Clinton as a viable political candidate. Clinton was forced by media and political
pundits into the mold of previous First Ladies – a mold into which she clearly did not fit.
Much is made in her narrative about her previous professional life (something no other
First Lady had), and her campaign and subsequent service as senator from New York
“avenged” the earlier emotional trauma. She ascends from her past as a new woman, a
warrior.
When the election became about recovering from a crisis, a job that required the
services of a hero, the inability of members in our society to see most females as heroes
may indicate a deep cultural bias influencing popular attitudes concerning gender and
women’s roles in society. For example, Hillary Clinton’s inability to communicate to the
voter the value of her experience, her resources and her mission might be in part due to
the underlying ideological attitudes concerning gender and power.
These observations reveal more than merely how comic book writers tell stories.
Because comic books amplify meanings by simplifying complex realities into simple
symbols, values and conceptions of culture normally too complex for consideration
suddenly become accessible. The 2008 election featured a clash between race and gender
identity politics, with public perception about a variety of stereotypes influencing its
perception of various candidates on various issues.
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Appendix I: Presidents and Public Figures in Comic Books since 1938
President

Date

Comic Title

No.

Company

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Oct-40

Marvel Comics

12

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Mar-41

Captain America Comics

1

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Jun-41

Captain America Comics

4

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Sep-41

Human Torch

5

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Dec-42

Captain America Comics

21

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Jun-43

Detective Comics

76

DC

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Dec-43

Human Torch

14

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Apr-44

Marvel Comics

54

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Apr-44

Sub-Mariner

13

Timely (Marvel)

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Jan-45

The Secret Voice

1

Great American Comics

Frankenstein Comics

3

Prize

Harry S. Truman

Jul-46

Harry S. Truman

Sep-47

Harry S. Truman

Jul-50

John F. Kennedy

Jan-61

John F. Kennedy

May-61

Superman’s Girl Friend Lois Lane

25

DC

John F. Kennedy

Oct-61

Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen

56

DC

John F. Kennedy

Dec-61

Action Comics

283

DC

John F. Kennedy

Feb-62

Action Comics

285

DC

John F. Kennedy

May-63

Tales of Suspense

John F. Kennedy

Aug-63

Fantastic Four v1

John F. Kennedy

Sep-63

Forbidden Worlds presents Herbie

John F. Kennedy

Sep-63

Journey Into Mystery

96

Marvel

John F. Kennedy

Nov-63

45

DC

Superman v1
Captain Marvel Adventures
John F. Kennedy - New U.S.
President

48
110
1

DC
Fawcett
U.S. Gov’t

41

Marvel

17

Marvel

114

ACG

John F. Kennedy

Jan-64

Superman’s Girl Friend Lois Lane
John F. Kennedy, Champion of
Freedom

John F. Kennedy

Feb-64

Action Comics

309

DC

John F. Kennedy

Jul-64

Superman v1

170

DC

1

Worden and Childs

Lyndon B. Johnson

Apr-64

Herbie

1

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Aug-64

Herbie

3

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Feb-65

Bob Hope

91

DC

Lyndon B. Johnson

Feb-65

Tales To Astonish

64

Marvel

Lyndon B. Johnson

Jun-65

Tales To Astonish

68

Marvel

Lyndon B. Johnson

Aug-65

Herbie

11

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Aug-65

Herbie

11

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Sep-65

Doom Patrol v1

98

DC

Lyndon B. Johnson

Mar-66

Action Comics

335

DC

Lyndon B. Johnson

Mar-66

Herbie

16

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Mar-66

Herbie

16

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Apr-66

Superman’s Girl Friend Lois Lane

64

DC

Lyndon B. Johnson

Jun-66

Herbie

18

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Jun-66

Herbie

18

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Nov-66

Tales of Suspense

83

Marvel

Lyndon B. Johnson

Dec-66

Herbie

22

ACG

Lyndon B. Johnson

Dec-66

Herbie

22

ACG
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Date

Comic Title

No.

Company

Lyndon B. Johnson

Feb-67

Tales To Astonish

88

Marvel

Lyndon B. Johnson

Apr-67

Strange Tales

155

Marvel

Lyndon B. Johnson

Mar-68

Action Comics

360

DC

Lyndon B. Johnson

Jan-69

Adlai Stevenson

Lyndon B. Johnson

Apr-69

Nick Fury, Agent of Shield

Richard Nixon

Sep-69

Richard Nixon

Nov-69

Richard Nixon

1

Dell

11

Marvel

Incredible Hulk v2

119

Marvel

World’s Finest

189

DC

Feb-70

Action Comics

385

DC

Richard Nixon

Mar-70

Action Comics

386

DC

Richard Nixon

Aug-70

Brave and the Bold

96

DC

Richard Nixon

Sep-70

World’s Finest

196

DC

Richard Nixon

Oct-70

Fantastic Four v1

103

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Nov-70

Fantastic Four v1

104

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Mar-71

Yellow Dog

18

Print Mint

Richard Nixon

Jun-71

Brave and the Bold

96

DC

Richard Nixon

Dec-71

Captain America and the Falcon

144

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Dec-71

Incredible Hulk v2

146

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Jan-72

Incredible Hulk v2

147

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Jun-72

Fantastic Four v1

123

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Jun-72

Incredible Hulk v2

152

Marvel

Richard Nixon

Jan-73

Harold Hedd

Richard Nixon

Jan-73

Spoof

Richard Nixon

Feb-73

Nightmare

Richard Nixon

Apr-74

Incredible Hulk v2

174

Marvel

Captain America and the Falcon

175

Marvel

Incredible Hulk v2

185

Marvel

5

Marvel

Richard Nixon
Gerald Ford

Jul-74
Mar-75

Giant-Size Spider-man

1

Last Gasp

3

Marvel

11

Skywald

Gerald Ford

Jul-75

Gerald Ford

Sep-75

Brave and the Bold

121

DC

Gerald Ford

Dec-75

World’s Finest

234

DC

Gerald Ford

Jan-76

Super-Team Family Giant

8

DC

Gerald Ford

Aug-76

Daredevil v1

136

Marvel

Gerald Ford

Sep-76

Brave and the Bold

129

DC

Gerald Ford

Sep-76

Daredevil v1

137

Marvel

Gerald Ford

Sep-76

World’s Finest

240

DC

Gerald Ford

Oct-76

Defenders Annual

1

Marvel

Gerald Ford

Dec-76

Super-Team Family

8

DC

Gerald Ford

Jan-77

Fantastic Four v1

Gerald Ford

Jan-77

Jimmy Carter

Jan-77

Jimmy Carter

Jan-77

Jimmy Carter

May-77

Marvel Two-in-One

Jimmy Carter

Sep-77

World’s Finest

246

DC

Jimmy Carter

Oct-77

Sick

117

Charlton

Jimmy Carter

Nov-77

Champions v1

16

Jimmy Carter

Nov-77

World’s Finest

247

DC

Jimmy Carter

Dec-77

Uncanny X-Men

108

Marvel

178

Marvel

Howard the Duck

8

Marvel

Fantastic Four v1

178

Marvel

Howard the Duck

8

Marvel

27

Marvel

Marvel
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Date

Comic Title

No.

Company

Jimmy Carter

Jan-78

Justice League of America

Jimmy Carter

Mar-78

Batman Family Giant

150

DC

16

DC

Jimmy Carter

Dec-78

Adventure Comics

Jimmy Carter

Jan-79

Great Diggs 2

459

DC

Jimmy Carter

Aug-79

Incredible Hulk v2

238

Marvel

Jimmy Carter

Apr-80

Sick

132

Charlton

Jimmy Carter

Jun-80

Savage She-Hulk

Jimmy Carter

Aug-80

Uncanny X-Men

Jimmy Carter

Jan-81

President Ronnie

Ronald Reagan

Apr-80

Sick

Ronald Reagan

Jan-81

President Ronnie

Ronald Reagan

Apr-81

What if?

26

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Dec-81

Crazy Magazine

81

Marvel

1

Rip Off Press

5

Marvel

136

Marvel

50546
132
50546

Putnam Publishing
Charlton
Putnam Publishing

Ronald Reagan

Jul-82

Avengers v1

221

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Dec-82

Incredible Hulk v2

278

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Jan-83

Army Surplus Komikz

Ronald Reagan

Jan-83

Incredible Hulk v2

279

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

May-83

Avengers v1

231

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Sep-83

Action Comics

547

DC

Ronald Reagan

Sep-83

Superman v1

387

DC

Ronald Reagan

Feb-84

The Falcon

Ronald Reagan

Aug-84

Ronald Reagan

Aug-84

Ronald Reagan

2

Joshua Quagmire

4

Marvel

Avengers v1

246

Marvel

Justice League of America

229

DC

Sep-84

Justice League of America

230

DC

Ronald Reagan

Oct-84

Batman and the Outsiders v1

14

DC

Ronald Reagan

Nov-84

Batman and the Outsiders v1

15

DC

Ronald Reagan

Jan-85

Army Surplus Komikz

5

Joshua Quagmire

Ronald Reagan

Jan-85

Penguin Dreams & Stranger Things

1

Little, Brown & Co

Ronald Reagan

Sep-85

Secret Wars II

3

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Sep-85

Web of Spider-Man

6

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Nov-85

Uncanny X-Men

185

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Jan-86

Coyote

Ronald Reagan

Jan-86

Daredevil/Elektra: Love and War

1

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Jan-86

Quest for Knowledge Series

1

Infocom

Ronald Reagan

Jan-86

Uncanny X-Men

201

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

May-86

Avengers v1

267

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Jul-86

Action Comics

609

DC

Ronald Reagan

Sep-86

Booster Gold

8

DC

Ronald Reagan

Oct-86

Booster Gold

9

DC

Ronald Reagan

Oct-86

Mighty Mites

1

Eternity

Ronald Reagan

Oct-86

Reagan’s Raiders

1

Solson Pubs.

Ronald Reagan

Oct-86

The Dark Knight Returns

1

DC

Ronald Reagan

Nov-86

Reagan’s Raiders

2

Solson Pubs.

Ronald Reagan

Dec-86

Elektra Assassin

5

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Dec-86

Legends

2

DC

Ronald Reagan

Dec-86

Reagan’s Raiders

3

Solson Pubs.

16

Epic (Marvel)
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Date

Comic Title

No.

Company

Ronald Reagan

Jan-87

Blue Beetle

8

DC

Ronald Reagan

Jan-87

Legends

3

DC

Ronald Reagan

Feb-87

Blue Beetle

9

DC

Ronald Reagan

Feb-87

Legends

4

DC

Ronald Reagan

Mar-87

Blue Beetle

10

DC

Ronald Reagan

Mar-87

Legends

Ronald Reagan

Mar-87

The Green Lantern Corps

Ronald Reagan

Apr-87

Booster Gold

Ronald Reagan

Apr-87

Legends

Ronald Reagan

May-87

Secret Origins: Suicide Squad

Ronald Reagan

Aug-87

Adventures of Superman

Ronald Reagan

Sep-87

Young All-Stars

Ronald Reagan

Oct-87

Adventures of Superman Annual

Ronald Reagan

Oct-87

Firestorm

Ronald Reagan

Oct-87

Firestorm Annual

Ronald Reagan

Nov-87

Ronald Reagan

Dec-87

5

DC

210

DC

15

DC

6

DC

14

DC

431

DC

4

DC

1

DC

64

DC

5

DC

Justice League International

7

DC

3

DC

1

Regnery Publishing

Ronald Reagan

Jan-88

Phantom Stranger
Cartoon History of the Reagan
Years

Ronald Reagan

Feb-88

X-Factor v1

Ronald Reagan

Mar-88

Ronald Reagan

Mar-88

Captain America v1
Doom Patrol and Suicide Squad
Special

Ronald Reagan

May-88

Justice League International

Ronald Reagan

Jun-88

Batman

Ronald Reagan

Jun-88

Ronald Reagan

Jul-88

Ronald Reagan

Jul-88

Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan

25

Marvel

339

Marvel

1

DC

13

DC

420

DC

Suicide Squad

14

DC

Action Comics

609

DC

Action Comics

610

DC

Aug-88

Captain America v1

344

Marvel

Sep-88

Batman: Son of the Demon

Ronald Reagan

Sep-88

Captain America v1

345

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Dec-88

Captain America v1

348

Marvel

Ronald Reagan

Jan-89

Ed the Happy Clown

1

Vortex

Ronald Reagan

Apr-89

Captain America v1

352

Marvel

George H.W. Bush

Jan-89

Doctor Doom’s Revenge

1

Marvel

George H.W. Bush

Jun-89

Checkmate

18

DC

George H.W. Bush

Jun-89

Suicide Squad

30

DC

George H.W. Bush

Sep-89

Green Arrow v3

23

DC

George H.W. Bush

Sep-89

Green Arrow v3

24

DC

George H.W. Bush

Oct-89

George H.W. Bush

Jan-90

Iron Man v1
On the Road With George and
Barbara in Vacationland

George H.W. Bush

Jun-90

New Mutant Summer Special
Avengers v1

1

247

DC

Marvel

1

Maine Times, inc.

1

Marvel

319

Marvel

George H.W. Bush

Jul-90

George H.W. Bush

Nov-90

Green Arrow v3

39

DC

George H.W. Bush

Jan-91

Checkmate

33

DC

George H.W. Bush

Jan-91

Psycho

3

DC

George H.W. Bush

Mar-91

Uncanny X-Men

274

Marvel
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Date

Comic Title

No.

Company

George H.W. Bush

May-91

Avengers v1

332

Marvel

George H.W. Bush

Aug-91

Avengers v1

336

Marvel

George H.W. Bush

Oct-91

X-Men v1

1

Marvel

George H.W. Bush

Nov-91

Deathstroke the Terminator

4

DC

George H.W. Bush

Jan-92

Marvel Comics Presents

George H.W. Bush

Jan-92

Moon Knight: Divided We Fall

George H.W. Bush

Feb-92

Suicide Squad

62

DC

George H.W. Bush

Aug-92

Elementals

24

Comico
Hero Comics

George H.W. Bush

97

Marvel

1

Marvel

Jul-93

League of Champions

12

Jan-93

The Bill Clinton Story

3

1st Amendment

Bill Clinton

Jan-93

The Gennifer Flowers Story

2

1st Amendment

Bill Clinton

Feb-93

Superman: The Man of Steel

20

DC

Bill Clinton

Mar-93

Jizz

10

Fantagraphics

Bill Clinton

Jul-93

Ninja High Yearbook

Bill Clinton

Jul-93

Superman v2

Bill Clinton

Oct-93

Supreme

Bill Clinton

Nov-93

Warlock and the Infinity Watch

Bill Clinton

Dec-93

Bloodfire

Bill Clinton

Jun-94

The Spectre v3

19

DC

Bill Clinton

Aug-94

The Spectre v3

21

DC

Bill Clinton

Sep-94

New Titans

114

DC

Bill Clinton

Sep-94

The Spectre v3

22

DC

Bill Clinton

Dec-94

Guy Gardner: Warrior

26

DC

Bill Clinton

Jan-95

Classics Desecrated

Bill Clinton

Jan-95

Guy Gardner: Warrior

27

DC

Bill Clinton

Jul-95

Deathstroke

49

DC

Bill Clinton

1
79

Malibu
DC

6

Image

22

Marvel

7

1

Lightning

NBM

Bill Clinton

Oct-95

Incredible Hulk v2

434

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Nov-95

Captain America v1

445

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Dec-95

Deathstroke

Bill Clinton

Feb-96

Captain America v1

450

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Mar-96

Prime and Captain America

1

Malibu

Bill Clinton

Apr-96

Adventures of Liberal Man

1

Political Comics

Captain America v1

54

453

DC

Bill Clinton

Jul-96

Bill Clinton

Oct-96

Life of Pope John Paul II

1

NBM

Bill Clinton

Dec-96

Mars Attacks Image

1

Image

Bill Clinton

Jan-97

Mars Attacks Image

2

Image

Bill Clinton

Mar-97

Superman: The Man of Steel

Bill Clinton

May-97

Captain America v2

7

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Oct-97

Deadpool

9

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Oct-97

Genesis

2

DC

Bill Clinton

Dec-97

Pitt

16

Image

Bill Clinton

Mar-98

X-O Manowar

14

Acclaim

Bill Clinton

Apr-98

Lobo

50

DC

Bill Clinton

Jun-98

Captain America v3

Bill Clinton

Jan-99

Bill Clinton

Feb-99

Pitt
XXXena: Warrior Pornstar vs. the
President

66

Marvel

DC

6

Marvel

18

Image

1

Blatant Comics
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Bill Clinton

Mar-99

Black Panther

6

Marvel

Bill Clinton

May-99

Black Panther

7

Marvel

Bill Clinton

May-99

Supreme: The Return

1

Awesome

Bill Clinton

Aug-99

Black Panther

10

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Mar-00

Fantastic Four v3

27

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Apr-00

Adventures of Liberal Man

1

Sharkbait Press

Bill Clinton

Jan-01

Iron Fist/Wolverine

3

Marvel

Bill Clinton

Mar-01

Marvel Boy v2

6

Marvel

George W. Bush

Oct-01

Captain America Annual

2001

Marvel

George W. Bush

Feb-02

Avengers V3

49

Marvel

George W. Bush

May-02

Ultimates

3

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jun-02

Black Panther

43

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jul-02

Black Panther

44

Marvel

George W. Bush

Aug-02

Black Panther

45

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jun-03

Ultimate X-Men

32

Marvel

George W. Bush

Sep-03

Ultimates

11

Marvel

George W. Bush

Oct-03

Avengers V3

70

Marvel

George W. Bush

Nov-03

Xtreme X-Men

31

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jan-04

Gulf War Journal

1

ibooks

George W. Bush

Jan-04

Iron Man v3

74

Marvel

George W. Bush

Apr-04

Ultimate X-Men

42

Marvel

George W. Bush

Aug-04

G.I.Joe

33

Devil’s Due

George W. Bush

Nov-04

Savage Dragon

119

Image

George W. Bush

Dec-04

Cable/Deadpool

8

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jan-05

Cable/Deadpool

George W. Bush

Apr-05

Wolverine v3

George W. Bush

May-06

George W. Bush

Jul-06

George W. Bush

Jul-06

Ultimates 2

George W. Bush

Jul-06

George W. Bush

Jul-06

George W. Bush

Aug-06

George W. Bush
George W. Bush

9

Marvel

25

Marvel

X-Statix Presents DeadGirl

3

Marvel

Civil War

1

Marvel

11

Marvel

Wolverine Origins

2

Marvel

Wolverine Origins

3

Marvel

Ultimates 2

12

Marvel

Sep-06

Black Panther

18

Marvel

Oct-06

Civil Wardrobe

1

Brain Scan Studios

George W. Bush

Feb-07

Kid Kosmos: Kidnapped

1

Dynamite

George W. Bush

Jun-07

Avengers: The Initiative

2

Marvel

George W. Bush

Aug-07

Iron Man v4

19

Marvel

George W. Bush

Aug-07

World War Hulk

1

Marvel

George W. Bush

Dec-07

New Warriors v4

2

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jan-08

Penance - Relentless

3

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jul-08

Fantastic Four v1

557

Marvel

George W. Bush

Jan-09

Superman

682

DC

Barack Obama

Aug-08

Savage Dragon

137

Image

Barack Obama

Aug-08

McCain

1

Antarctic Press

Barack Obama

Aug-08

1

Antarctic Press

Barack Obama

Oct-08

Obama
Presidential Material: Barack
Obama

1

IDW
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Barack Obama

Oct-08

Presidential Material: John McCain

1

IDW

Barack Obama

Feb-09

Dark Reign: New Nation

1

Marvel

Barack Obama

Feb-09

Savage Dragon

145

Image

Barack Obama

Mar-09

Amazing Spider-Man

583

Marvel

Barack Obama

Mar-09

Final Crisis

Barack Obama

Mar-09

Thunderbolts v2

128

Marvel

Barack Obama

Mar-09

Youngblood v4

8

Image

Barack Obama

Apr-09

Secret Warriors

1

Marvel

Barack Obama

Apr-09

Thunderbolts v2

129

Marvel

Barack Obama

Jun-09

Barack the Barbarian

1

Devils’ Due Press

Barack Obama

Jun-09

1

Devils’ Due Press

Barack Obama

Jun-09

Drafted: One Hundred Days
Road to the White House: Barack
Obama

1

IDW

Barack Obama

Jul-09

Barack the Barbarian

2

Barack Obama

Jul-09

President Evil: 100 Days Later.

1

Devils’ Due Press
Arctic Press
Entertainment.

Barack Obama

Jul-09

The First 100 Days: Barack Obama

1

IDW

Barack Obama

Aug-09

1

Barack Obama

Aug-09

Political Power: Barack Obama.
Army of Darkness: Ash Saves
Obama

Barack Obama

Sep-09

2

Barack Obama

Sep-09

President Evil: 100 Days Later.
Army of Darkness: Ash Saves
Obama

Dynamite
Arctic Press
Entertainment.

2

Dynamite

Barack Obama

Sep-09

Bomb Queen v6

1

Caroline Kennedy

Jun-09

Female Force: Caroline Kennedy

1

Colin Powell

Mar-93

Amazing Spider-Man Annual

27

Marvel

Colin Powell

May-03

Marvel universe: The End

1

Marvel
Blue Water Comics.

Colin Powell

Jul-09

7

1

Political Power: Colin Powell

1

Condi Rice
Hillary Clinton

Aug-09

Female Force: Condoleezza Rice

1

Feb-93

Superman: Man of Steel

Hillary Clinton

Nov-93

Warlock and the infinity Watch

Hillary Clinton

2001

Hillary Clinton

Jan-09

Fantastic Four Annual

DC

Blue Water Comics.

Image Comics
Blue Water Comics.

Blue Water Comics.

20

DC

22

Marvel

2001

Marvel

Female Force: Hillary Clinton

1

Blue Water Comics.

Hillary Clinton

Jul-09

President Evil

1

Hillary Clinton

Jan-09

Resurrection V2

4

John McCain

Nov-09

McCain: The Comic Book

1

Arctic Press

John McCain

Oct-08

Presidential Material: John McCain

1

IDW

Michelle Obama

Apr-09

Female Force: Michelle Obama.

1

Arctic Press
Oni

Blue Water Comics.

Oprah Winfrey

Jul-88

Action Comics

608

DC

Oprah Winfrey

Jul-88

Action Comics

609

DC

Oprah Winfrey

Dec-08

Booster Gold

13

DC

Oprah Winfrey

Sep-09

Amazing Spider-man

Oprah Winfrey

Sep-09

Female Force: Oprah Winfrey.

Princess Diana

Dec-90

Wonder Woman

49

DC

Princess Diana

Feb-91

Green Arrow

43

DC

Princess Diana

Mar-09

Push

4

Wildstorm

Female Force: Princess Diana

1

Blue Water Comics.

Female Force: Sarah Palin

1

Princess Diana
Sarah Palin

Jul-09
Feb-09

600
1

Marvel
Blue Water Comics.

Blue Water Comics.
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